THE PROGRAM IN JEWISH STUDIES PRESENTS:

MASTER CLASS ON THE ZOHAR

EXPLORE A NUMBER OF THE ZOHAR’S MOST SIGNIFICANT PASSAGES WITH:

Professor Daniel Matt
Graduate Theological Union
April 29 - May 3, 2019

We will explore themes such as
• *Ein Sof* and the 10 sefirot
• Shekhinah
• The Divine Eros
• Biblical Interpretation
• Divine Need for Human Action
• Relation of Good and Evil

Select readings from the first full English translation of The Zohar (*The Pritzker Edition*) edited and annotated by Daniel Matt

Locations for the course will be at the Homewood Campus in the following locations

• 4/29 Croft Hall G02
• 4/30 Bloomberg 278
• 5/01 Bloomberg 168
• 5/02 Remsen 101
• 5/03 Olin 305